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Abstract—SaaS is a software distribution model in which 
customers can receive their special types of software 
application services from the SaaS provider via the Internet, 
the specified software can be ordered according to customer’s 
demand. SOA is a valid architecture pattern to provide 
integrated systems, applications and processes through the 
linking of services. With the help of SaaS model, distributed 
networked software services can be seamlessly integrated and 
deliver “on-demand” applications to customers. However, the 
benefit of SaaS can only be fully exploited if they leverage the 
SOA strategic framework technology. This paper does 
researches about recent SaaS, SOA and web services and 
proposes a new model to show how to combine SaaS with SOA. 
This combination makes it possible to efficiently develop 
loosely coupled SOA-based SaaS application. Moreover, in 
reverse, SOA can be enriched by this convergence. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

Software as a service (SaaS) is a software application 
delivery model by which an enterprise vendor develops a 
web-based software application. Software and associated 
data are centrally hosted on the cloud. SaaS application is 
typically accessed by users using a thin client via a web 
browser [1]. They only pay monthly fees for using the 
software. Now, a large number of enterprise software 
vendors begin to move their application to SaaS, and more 
and more customers also show interest in SaaS model. 
Despite its increasingly growing adoption, SaaS applications 
still face challenges: agility, configurability, and extensibility. 
Recent SaaS vendors only deliver packaged version of 
software, which makes it difficult to meet radical different 
demand of customer [2].  

Service-oriented architecture (SOA) is a strategic 
framework technology for designing and developing 
software in the form of interoperable services. However, 
well-structured SOA-based application lacks a convenient 
and efficient way for delivery, and the ability to expand 
services within an SOA is typically a painful and expensive 
process [3]. SaaS is accelerating the adoption of SOA by 
providing aspects of SOA on demand.  

In order to solve different problems both SaaS and SOA 
may encounter, we propose a new model that let both draw 
from each other’s strengths. The goal is by constructing the 
SaaS platform to publish applications and services on the 
platform and rent those to users through Internet for use [4]. 

We can deliver SOA-based software application though SaaS 
platform, so that we customize qualified software according 
to users different business requirement to the maximum 
extent. Meanwhile, the SaaS provider and existing SaaS 
application also benefit SOA. Therefore, the convergence of 
SaaS and SOA can generate/produce magnifying effect. 

II.  RELATED STUDIES ON SAAS AND SOA  

A. Recent SaaS and shortages 
SaaS has become a common delivery model for many 

business applications, including accounting, collaboration, 
CRM, MIS, ERP, invoicing, HRM, CM and so on. An 
increasing number of enterprise software companies migrate 
their business into SaaS platform. Therefore, some notable 
SaaS service providers emerge. Such as Salesforce.com, the 
top SaaS vendor in CRM; Google Apps offering office 
automation applications including Google Docs, Gmail, and 
Google Calendar; Amazon Web Services; Windows Azure. 

 As we can see in Fig.1, many SaaS providers offer SaaS 
software applications in form of editions, each having a set 
of features. The drawbacks are obviously, customers can not 
choose the features they actual need, Instead, they have to 
subscribe to a whole edition and pay for that. Since the main 
characteristic of SaaS is Multi-tenant, different users have 
their unique business model and requirements, so it’s 
unreasonable to pack the same software for all the customers. 
SaaS provider should offer custom-made services [5]. 

 
Figure 1.  recent SaaS supply model 

In order to achieve the essential purpose that delivered 
software can be configured and customized SaaS provider 
should not only rent common software applications, but also 
focus on abstracting some changeable features, then 
encapsulate them into components, so that the applications 
constructed by SaaS can be composed with a series of 
module according to multi-user ’s needs. Since some SaaS 
companies like Salesforce.com have opened force.com 
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platform and AppExchange market to enable customize 
application, but it is still at the start stage and has limitations 
[6]. How to leverage the more developed SOA and already 
existing web services to enrich SaaS platform is the issue 
that we should do more research on. Note that SaaS should 
take full advantage of the characteristic of SOA services like 
statelessness, low coupling, modularity, and semantic 
interoperability [7]. Weaving SaaS delivery services into 
applications within service-oriented architecture can fully 
satisfy user’s need. 

B. Service-oriented architecture and principles 
Fig.2 shows us a clearer concept [8]. From bottom-up, 

SOA is our best approach to fixing the broken architectures 
by reusing the legacy system. Extracting useful loosely 
coupled functions and then packaging them into small units 
which allows other interested systems, inside and outside an 
enterprise, to expose and access well-defined internet-based 
services, as well as information bound to those services. 
while from the top-down side, in order to form diversity 
business logic to meet users’ requirements, we use the 
collection of abstract services to composite applications for 
solution development in process layers, thus allowing us to 
deal with system changes by using a monitoring 
configuration layer rather than constantly having to 
redevelop new systems[9] . 

SOA focus on forming demand-led software to meet 
particular requirement. The key is a set of distributed 
services that can be configured and bound at delivery time. 
Those services are governed by following principles: 
reusability, abstraction, loose coupling, autonomy, 
encapsulation, granularity, composability, componentization, 
interoperability [10]. 

 
Figure 2.  loosely coupled architecture of SOA 

C. Semantic web service approach 
Different from supply-led service model, demand-led 

SOA architecture has a integration layer to enable service          
management. We usually use WSDL to describe services. 
It’s the foundation of mapping provider’s offerings to the 
customer’s needs, then customers can use service discovery 
(UDDI) to find the appropriate services. The recent widely 
used description language WSDL typically describes only 
data types, method, messages format, and URI of service on 
syntax level [11]. In order to describe the functional and 

nonfunctional aspects of services in a semantically rich, 
ontology-based format, scholars begin to use OWL-S, which 
is a machine-readable language depicting web services 
logically, so that we can automate discover, invoke, 
composite, monitor web services. Due to traditional 
description method, UDDI’s limitation is searching key-
words only because lack of semantic description, which 
restricts model’s dynamic discovery capabilities. By 
extending UDDI with OWL-S we can enrich its inferential 
capabilities. Meanwhile workflow-based integration step can 
also incorporate semantic information, making the whole 
process more accurate and intelligent. 

D. SOA benefits and Challenges 
The primary benefits of an Service-oriented architecture 

include leveraging remote application behavior as if it 
existed locally, reuse of the same functionality again and 
again, the ability to change business processes on the basis of 
existing services and information flows quickly and needful, 
to support a changing business, and exposing certain 
enterprise processes to other external entities for the purpose 
of enterprise collaboration or shared processes. 

SOA-based environments can include many services that 
exchange messages to form a single application which may 
generate millions of messages. Managing and providing 
information on services interaction can become complex. 
Another challenge is about the way we use SOA-based 
application, how it can be more convenient for us to access 
on-demand software from Internet through pay-per-use [12]. 
We can address this serious problem by leveraging SaaS. 

III.  SAAS PLUS SOA PROVIDE “SS” SERVICE  

The service in SaaS means operation service, which is a 
kind of profitable pattern, which needs a technology platform. 
SOA-related technology is the key part of the architecture, 
providing service management, scheduling, and maintenance, 
in order to construct more agile SaaS application. According 
to research, customers need not only software but also 
services in practice. So “S+S” means you needn’t choose one 
of them [13], you can enjoy the magnified effect through the 
convergence of SaaS and SOA. 

A. Learn from each other 
SaaS Model is a newly developed software service, 

developing software and hosting service which enables 
access via Internet, being an efficient Software delivery 
mechanism, it has infused new energy into the evolution of 
information technology. However, SaaS is not a cure-all 
model. Facing multi-tenant, SaaS platform eagerly needs 
some sort of architectural discipline with guiding principles 
to organize its architecture, thus structuring mess system into 
smaller module for reusability and flexibility by using SOA. 
At the same time，SOA can provide a compelling business 
proposition when combined with SaaS. In a word, service-
rich SOA and SaaS provide a great deal of value when they 
work together. 

B. Offering SaaS application as SOA service 
Reference Ali et al proposed model [14], we can use six 
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steps to move existing SaaS application towards SOA 
services, and Fig. 3 shows the specified steps. After the 
proposed six steps, SaaS vendors can act as service provider 
as well as service requester. The new SaaS delivered 
business applications will be a collection of services that 
communicate with each other, different SaaS vendor’s 
applications can also interoperate with each other [15]. 
Meanwhile, during the Software architecture procedure, 
SaaS provider can acquire additional services from other 
providers, including different SaaS vendor, software firms, 
ISV, and then add them to its own application. 

 
Figure 3.  Figure 3 The Dream Team of SaaS and SOA 

C. SOA gets SaaSy 
SOA and SaaS goes hand in hand, refer to the proposed 

Fig. 3, we can consider SaaS the extension of SOA, the trick 
is to decide which functions should be abstracted within the 
existing or emerging SaaS platform and exposed to SOA, so 
that SOA can leverage SaaS resources as services and use 
them as if they were contained within the SOA. In this way 
big SOA was created. On the other hand, providing SOA 
service by the use of SaaS platform is a win-win solution, 
foreign media called this trend SOA gets SaaSy [12]. We 
used to interpret as the convergence of SaaS and SOA. 

IV. NEW ARCHITECTURE PROPOSED BY THE 

CONVERGENCE OF SAAS AND SOA  

In this part, we propose a new model showed in Fig. 4 to 
describe the way in which SaaS and SOA can leverage each 
other .Through the new architecture you can better mix and 
match SaaS services to meet the needs of the different 
business problems, making a more powerful SaaS platform 
as well as SOA. 

a) Business modeling: Based on customer’s demand 
analysis, we can use UML profile to define the business 
model. All rules, parameter and regulation are taken into 
consideration to differentiate differ from each customer’s 
business requirement. 

b) Domain decomposition: The goal of this step is to 
further investigate the defined model, The whole model will 
be divided into sets of loosely coupled subsystems, then 
maturity level of the subsystems that SaaS provider will 
provider to the specified customer will be measured, and 
nominated and suited system to be customized. 

 
Figure 4.  Figure 4 the combined architecture of SaaS&SOA 

c) Define business process/services: in this step, we 
will detail UML diagrams which include two parts, one 
being the business process rules and workflow, the other 
constituting a collection of abstract services. Types of 
services are also well-defined. There are atomic services, 
composite service, process services, and external service. 

d) Service Matchmaker: Fig. 4 shows us that each 
abstract service has a number of service instances which are 
from different service sources. For example s1 contains 
some instances like i1,i2,i3…… .In detail, matching step 
consists of two parts described in Fig. 5: first depend on the 
integration bus, search for request services which are 
existing in specified SaaS provider scope, if the semantic 
similarity of the returned maximum match value is below 
our pre-defined threshold, then we should go for SOA-based 
broker, take advantage of the vast services provided by 
multiple vendor. Meanwhile, we re-describe returned web 
service by projecting WSDL to OWL-S, then save it back to 
inner directory for knowledge collaboration. 

e) Integration bus: millions of services were collected 
from bottom repository layer, before registering them into 
service directory, each of service will be enriched by the use 
of owl-s to form a unified description. During this transfer, 
domain ontology will be used. Through this step, a formal, 
semantically rich platform was created. As we can refer to 
in Fig. 4，services published/discovery mechanism should 
interoperate with service catalogue and its upper layer, 
which can enable SaaS provider be either the SOA provider 
or requester by exposing inside SaaS service to SOA and 
leveraging richer services outside within SOA. 

f) Service repository: This is a big melting pot 
consisting of two major recourses: one is a free platform 
provided by SaaS vendor, so that external software firms, 
independent software vendors or other developer who are 
interested in it can use this platform to deploy its own 
application services or small functional granule. The other is 
self services which are extracted from existing SaaS 
applications through the six step depicted in previous 
chapter, offering SaaS application as SOA services. 
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Figure 5.  Discovery and knowledge collaboration of service 

V. REAL-LIFE CASE STUDY 

In order to clearly illustrate our proposed new model, we 
study a real-life scenario. With the closer cooperation 
between enterprises, a mold industry MoldA is starved of 
rebuilding its information and management system, so 
MoldA goes for a SaaS provider called TopSS to purchase 
their new software needs. Through the analysis of business 
requirement TopSS delivered a coordinated manufacturing 
system using our proposed model. The process can be 
divided into the following steps: 

• Step1: Analyze MoldA’s business demand, define 
business model by using UML profile. 

• Step2: Decompose the whole system, evaluate its 
maturity level, divide the system into several parts, 
mould design subsystem, manufacturing subsystem 
and sales software. 

• Step3: Focus on the manufacturing and sales 
business entity, define business process. Business 
flow is showed in Fig. 6. Usually, customer login on 
the sales management system to search for their 
needed mould type. After customer submits 
specified order, if MoldA’s inventory is enough for 
their need, reach the deal. Otherwise flow to 
manufacturing process. In addition，to perfect the 
main flow, some other services may include as the 
picture shows. 

• Step4: According to step3,TopSS can extract a set of 
abstract services, such as SaaS services=({login 
service},{search service},{check service},{CRUD 
operation service},{order service},{quotation 
service},{premium service}… ),TopSS should find 
the most suitable service instance of each abstract 
services for composition. 

 
Figure 6.   business flow of sales software 

• Step5: Before the real searching we should do some 
preparation work, take {search service} for example, 
semantic description is a prerequisite. Here, we take 
advantage of OWL-S to describe input and output 
and function of {search service}which customers are 
most satisfied with, so that semantics-based 
matching can be used in the coming step instead of 
key-word searching, which can greatly improve 
accuracy. 

• Step6: After all the preparation, TopSS first reach 
inner service directory for discovery, which will 
return returning the maximum similarity and 
corresponding service. If the similarity is above our 
predefined threshold, then it’s the service that we 
want to catch, other external query mechanism will 
be started, at this point TopSS will be a SOA service 
requester searching for distributed service that is 
based on service oriented architecture. The returned 
SOA-based service is usually described by WSDL, 
so before we register it in inner directory, the service 
description should be transformed from WSDL to 
OWL-S. 

• Step7：After TopSS collects the set of services 
needed in the business flow， the last integration 
step can be carrying out. 

After going through the seven steps, SaaS vendor TopSS 
leverage the new SaaS and SOA combined architecture to 
configure “on-demand” software according to customer’s 
need. In the process of assembly, TopSS enjoys the abundant 
services that not only exit in its own repository but also in 
millions of distributed services provided by SOA service 
provider. The proposed new architecture can greatly improve 
the quality of SaaS vendors’ delivery software, meanwhile 
provide a more agile method for SaaS vendor to assemble 
software. 

VI. CONCLUSION  

Along with the rapid development of cloud computing, 
SaaS model will be adopted by more and more customers. 
Some architecture problems may prevent us promoting SaaS 
mode. Fortunately, SOA approaches provide a great way to 
decompose the architecture to collections of functional 
behaviors, callable primitive and rebuild it as a process 
model; this approach provides SaaS the ability to leverage 
SOA resources and the ability to change the application as 
needed by business.  

At present, the author proposed a novel architecture to 
combine SaaS with SOA. Application leased to users could 
be made up of plenty of services hosted in a dozen of 
different locations. In return, SOA can leverage SaaS 
services and use them as if they were contained within the 
SOA. SaaS and SOA provide magnified value when they 
work together. Thus, the SaaS vendors as well as service 
consumers can harvest the benefit of SaaS and SOA to create 
a win-win situation. 
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